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LOVEDETECT ENABLES USERS TO DISCOVER THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE
Wilmington, DE, September 29, 2006 Lovedetect.com proudly announces the recent
release of a brand new voice analysis service combined with a pre-paid telephone calling
card that allows users to determine their love interests’ true feelings. From the makers of
Spoofcard this one of a kind service gives users access to patented 3rd generation voice
analysis technology developed by Israeli security company Nemesysco Ltd.
LoveDetect provides an added layer of security to single women, or anyone else, who
feels the need to make sure the person they are (or about to be) involved with
romantically really loves them. Although currently this technology is considered “for
entertainment use only”, its roots are Nemesysco’s patented voice analysis technology
currently used around the world by various security agencies including airport security
and law enforcement agencies.
"We are pleased to announce the introduction of a new type of voice analysis technology
combined with a simple to use pre-paid calling card which is over 90% accurate” said
TelTech CTO Eli Finkelman. We feel strongly our latest product really helps people to
discover if the person they are in love with loves them back or might possibly harbor
other less desirable ulterior motives. Plus, some people just find it fun to analyze their
significant other’s love quotient.”
Although this type of voice analysis technology has been used for many years behind the
scenes by law enforcement agencies and insurance agencies among others, this is the first
time it’s been offered to the general public in the USA. Utilizing poly-layer voice
analysis, this software processes the voice patterns of the person the user calls. By
running those patterns through 8,000 different algorithms, 129 different aspects of the
sounds are measured. The final result is an “emotional signature” unique to the individual
speaker.

The report summarizing the emotional signature analysis can be retrieved in one of three
ways. A powerful web based control panel allows the caller to view the graph of the
conversation in real time. This gives the ability to pinpoint moments during the
conversation where the excitement level jumps up, for example. Not only that, an archive
of past calls and their results remain available to the caller for review at any time. Or you
can simply remain on the line after the other person hangs up and receive a verbal report
immediately.
TelTech LLC is dedicated to developing innovative calling card products real people can
use to make their lives better, safer, more fulfilled, and fun. TelTech is adding Love
Detect to their Prepaid 2.0 suite of products as time. Further information can be found at
LoveDetect.com or by contacting the company at Media@LoveDetect.com
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